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Roll No.

(5£.\1 VIII) EVE- sE.\1EsTER THEORY EXAMINA nON,
2002.-2010-,1'

DATA COMMUNICATION NETWORKS

~ote: (i) Attempt ALL questions.

(ii) All qJlestions carry equal marks.

1. Attempt any two parts of the following
questions: (2xl0=20)

W Explain the function of the each layer in OSI
reference model in brief.

What are the various design issues involved
in the data link layer? Discuss the
advantages of sliding window protocol over
other data link layer protocols?

Piscuss the packet switching principle.
How it is different from circuit switching?

t any four parts of the following
(4x5=20)

5 the medium access control schemes. -
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~) Explain that the maximum efficiency of
pure ALOHA is 1/ (2e).

I\n 8 bit byte with binary value 11000011 is
to be encoded using even parity Hamming
ode. What is the binary value after

encoding?

I fow many number of signal level is needed
to transmit 128 kbps over noiseless channel
with bandwidth of 20 kHz?

Discuss the operation of HDLC as a bit-===-=- /
oriented lihk q~J1trol protocol. - ,, -
Explain the leaky bucket algorithm.

, .

Attempt any four parts of the following
questions: (4x5=20)

What is datagram subncl and virtual circuit
subnet? Differentiate between adaptive and
non - adaptive routing.

Explain the various causes for congestion
in a network.

() 'scribe the purpose of ARP and explain
!low it works.

I': pl"in stop and wait ARQ error control
Il'l'!lI\lq\ll'S.

I': pl.lill IIIlW ,1data link layer protocol that
I ::Hi,'/'.I' \ pmmunication and -packet
(r<.11111111',IH'II ",'n OTE and DCE device in
X, !, 1\\'1 'v\fW' I

Attempt any two parts of the following
qu stions : (2xlO=20)

Writ· short notes on the following:

Io;Icctroni . mail (SMTP), File transfer (FTP),
l\l'n oIl' 10,in (Tel net), Web (HTTP) ,

Wilh llw Iwl, o( suitable example discuss
th ' u,' 'o( I' 'moll' brill "'es. Write a brief note
on Brid)' (OI'W;lI' lin . and filtering.

What are th various lksign issues involved
in the network lay 1'. 1':xpl<1inthe different
routing algorithms u.' ' Ito route the packets
from source mahin' t t11 destination
ma<;hines. •..,1-...

;",-

Attempt any two parts of the following
questions: (2xlO=20)

What is 802.11 medium access controls?
How it works for the r liable data delivery,
access control, and securi ty ?

What is IP datagram? Differentiate
between IP datagram format and TCP
segment format. How TCP is used to add
connection oriented reliable feature to the
service of IP? Expl in.

What is ATM archi t lure 7 Where is it used?
Describe various swit hing fabrics used to
the route the 11 (rom a source end point to
the destination end point.
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